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Abstract This article is devoted to the analysis of the influence of the joint clearances in a mechanism of a circuit
breaker, which is a forty-two degrees of freedom mechanism made of seven links, seven revolute joints, and four
unilateral contacts with friction. Spatial (3D) revolute joints are modelled with both radial and axial clearances taking into account contact with flanges. Unilateral contact, Coulomb’s friction and Newton impact laws are modeled
within the framework of nonsmooth mechanics without resorting to some regularizations or compliance/damping
at contact. The nonsmooth contact dynamics method based on an event-capturing time–stepping scheme with a
second order cone complementarity solver is used to perform the numerical integration. Futhermore, the stabilization of the constraints at the position level is made thanks to the stabilized combined projected Moreau–Jean
scheme. The nonsmooth modeling approach together with an event–capturing time–stepping scheme allows us to
simulate, in an efficient and robust way, the contact and impacts phenomena that occur in joints with clearances.
In particular, comparing with the event–detecting time–stepping schemes, the event–capturing scheme enables to
perform the time–integration with large number of events (impacts, sliding/sticking transitions, changes in the direction of sliding) and possibly with finite time accumulations with a reasonable time –step length. Comparing with
compliant contact models, we avoid stiff problems related with high stiffnesses at contact which generate some issues in contact stabilization and spurious oscillations during persistent contact periods. In the studied mechanisms
of the circuit breakers, the numerical methods deals more than seventy contact points without any problems. Furthermore, the number of contact parameters is small : one coefficient of restitution and one coefficient of friction.
Though they are sometimes difficult to measure accurately, the sensitivity of the simulation result with respect to
contact parameters is low in the mechanism of the circuit breaker. It is demonstrated that this method, thanks to
its robustness and efficiency allows to perform a sensitivity analysis using a Monte Carlo method. The numerical
results are also validated by careful comparisons with experimental data which show a very good correlation.
Keywords joint clearance; unilateral constraints; Coulomb’s friction; impacts; stabilized combined Moreau–Jean
time-stepping scheme; sensitivity analysis; experimental validation; circuit breaker
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1 Introduction

(a) External view

(b) View-1.

(c) View-2.

Fig. 1: Schneider Electric C-60 circuit breaker mechanism.
A miniature circuit breaker is a device that switches and/or protects the lowest common distributed voltage in
an electrical system. A typical example of such a mechanism is the Schneider Electric’s C-60 circuit breaker
illustrated in Figure 1. It is designed to protect conductors and insulation from damage due to overload and short
circuit. During normal service conditions, the mechanical and electrical components of the circuit breaker are at
rest. It results in long periods of inactivity of the operating mechanism. However, the prerequisite is: when a fault
occurs in the electrical network, the circuit breaker mechanism must respond quickly to react and break the circuit
to clear the fault. Usually, the response time is in milliseconds. Any failure in clearing the fault may result in
severe damage to the equipment or network and human safety is at stake. Therefore, the operating mechanism of
the circuit breaker must have robust performance ensuring quick response to the situation.
Usually, the performance of these mechanisms is not as desired, due to the manufacturing tolerances on links,
clearances in the joints and the assembly tolerances. The radial clearance in the revolute joints is a source of
variability in the initial conditions of the system, and also of the degradation of the system’s performance. The
degradation of the system is always in the form of vibration, very high reaction forces at the joints, decrease of
precision. Usually in the case of revolute joints, radial clearance is considered and, for simplification purpose,
the axial clearance is not taken into account. The spatial revolute joint with clearance in both axial and radial
direction adds five extra degrees of freedom into the system. Compared to planar mechanisms, spatial mechanisms
generate more complicated functions with the same number of links. Most of the previous work is focused on
the radial clearance in the planar revolute joints modeled with frictionless compliant contact models [25, 46, 24,
69, 71, 53, 71, 76, 8, 57, 16, 70] with possibly flexible links, finite-element computations of the contact behavior and
lubrication (see also [10, Table 1] and references therein for a review of recent literature for the slider-Crank
mechanism). However more recently the combined influence of the axial and radial clearances in the revolute joint
has been studied in [45, 52, 13, 62, 47]. These articles are the continuation of the pioneering research of Dhande and
Chakraborty [22] who developed an analytical procedure for the analysis of spatial mechanisms with clearances
and of Deck, Dubowsky et al. [23, 37, 21] who developed an analytical and experimental framework for the study
of spherical and revolute joints with clearances. Brutti et al.[13] developed a numerical model of a 3D revolute
joint with clearances with and without lubrication. The compliant contact model is calibrated with the help of finite
element technique. Liu et al. [45] studied the dynamics and control of the spatial multibody system with clearance
in the cylindrical joints using absolute coordinate based method. Yan et al. [62] conducted some experiments to
find out the relative journal motions inside the bearing. Based on this experimental study, a model for spatial
revolute joint with clearance in both the radial and axial directions is proposed. Bauchau et al. [9] used the finite
element approach to model flexible multibody system and presented the approach to study the effect of clearance
and lubrication in the planar and the spatial revolute joints. Another interesting works has been developed by
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Virlez et al. [73] to study the clearances in spatial mechanisms and especially, the link between the planet gears
and the planet carrier in an automotive differential model Very recently, Marques et al. [47] proposed an enhanced
compliant model for spatial revolute joint with clearances that takes into account the full geometric and kinematic
properties of the clearance joint as well as the characteristic of the contacting materials.
Proper modelling of the joint clearances in multibody mechanical systems is required to predict the behaviour
of real systems. Different contact/impact models and simulation tools are available to analyze the effect of joint
clearance on the dynamical behavior of multibody systems. Some commercial software and open-source software
packages are available in the market for such kind of mechanism simulation. However most of them work on compliant methods (both in the normal and the tangential directions), where sticking modes are not properly modelled
due to regularization of Coulomb’s law at zero tangential velocity. Another major drawback of regularization is that
the numerical stabilization of contact forces and accelerations during the persistent contact phases, is not an easy
task. Spurious oscillations may appear in the simulation of these contact modes. Haroun et al. [32], presented an
experimental verification of the obtained simulation results of a slider crank mechanism with one clearance revolute
joint. The simulation results were obtained using dynamic simulation software ADAMS (which uses Newton-Euler
formulation). The contact force model is based on the model proposed in [42]. The aim of this study was to demonstrate the capability of the dynamic simulation software ADAMS in the presence of revolute joint with clearance.
A similar study has been made in [79] to optimize the performance of the slider crank mechanism by using the
Design of Experiment (DoE) approach. The proposed model allows to predict the influence of design parameter
changes, in order to minimize contact forces, accelerations, and power requirements due to the existence of joint
clearance. Brutti et al. [13], presented a computer-aided model of 3D revolute joint with clearance suitable for
implementation in multibody dynamic solvers. The revolute joint has been modelled by introducing a nonlinear
equivalent force system. The presence of an actual revolute joint with clearance can be simulated using a force
element, which means that the kinematic constraint equations can be substituted by external force elements like
springs and dampers. Analysis of revolute joints with clearance is based on the Hertzian contact force model and
the simulation model is built using MSC . ADAMS. The influence of the crank speed on the dynamic behaviour of the
slider crank mechanism is studied by the authors. Gummer et al. [30, 31] presented the modelling of clearances in
revolute joints with the use of circle-in-circle contact for the planar system using the simulation software R ECUR DYN. The dissipative (damping) component of the contact force in R ECUR DYN depends on the relative normal
velocity of the contacting surfaces and the depth of penetration, however in the case of ADAMS it only depends on
the depth of penetration. The friction model in R ECUR DYN is a regularized model, based on cubic law. Various
geometries of a slider-crank mechanisms are used to simulate the clearance in the revolute joint.
Most of the mechanisms in the Schneider Electric company use frictional contacts to ensure the stability of
the equilibrium of the mechanism in closed position. Unfortunately, the compliant models cannot correctly model
the sticking condition. The dissipation when an impact occurs between two thermoplastic parts is high and again,
compliant models are difficult to tune when nearly plastic impacts are involved. In the nonsmooth contact dynamics (NSCD) approach, the interaction of the colliding bodies is modelled with multiple frictional unilateral
constraints [35, 48, 49, 50, 34]. The unilateral constraints are described by set-valued force laws in normal and tangential directions. The normal contact law is based on Signorini’s condition at the velocity level including the
Newton impact law, while the tangential contact law is based on Coulomb’s friction law with a second order cone.
Careful comparisons between numerical results obtained with the NSCD approach, and experimental data are reported in [40, 63, 65, 66, 67, 68], while the use of the NSCD approach for systems with clearances is also advocated
in [27, 8]. They demonstrate that the numerical schemes and the model used in this article, possess very good forecast capabilities. Furthermore, we improve the standard NSCD method by a stabilization of the constraints at the
position level [2] using a combined Moreau–Jean scheme that ensures the constraints both at the velocity and the
position levels. This stabilization is mandatory when we deal with tight clearances.
Generally, the robust performance of the mechanism is achieved by allocating the dimensional tolerances on the
parts, as small as possible. However the product cost increases significantly due to precise manufacturing process.
Optimum balance between product cost, functionality, quality and time to market must be satisfied to ensure the
competitiveness of the product. Usually the tolerance design method is used to manufacture the high-precision
assemblies at lower costs [14, 78]. In the tolerance analysis, the effect of the geometrical variations of the individual
parts on the functional characteristics of the final assembled products are studied [72]. The method is extensively
used in the manufacturing industry for improving the product quality and reliability (see [15, 22, 28, 29, 36, 33, 51,
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58, 77] for studies on tolerance analysis). There are two ways of tolerance analysis: either worst-case or statistical
analysis. In the worst-case tolerance analysis, the worst possible combination of parts tolerances is considered (for
example, shaft and hole assembly, in this case there are two possible worst cases, i.e. minimum diameter of the hole
and the maximum diameter of shaft to produce the minimum clearance, and vice versa for the maximum clearance
case). The important point to note is that it produces functional assemblies that meet functional requirements. The
worst-case analysis ensures 100% interchangeability of the parts in an assembly [75]. However from a statistical
point of view, the probability of such assemblies is null. The major limitation of the worst-case analysis is tight
tolerances on the parts, and hence an increase of the production cost. In the statistical tolerance analysis, the desired
product performance is achieved in a more economical way by allowing small percent of non-conformance, i.e.
by allowing interchangeability less than 100%. It does not focus on the extreme values of the part tolerances [60].
Usually in the statistical tolerance analysis, it is assumed that the part dimensions vary randomly according to a
normal distribution. Also the normal distribution is centered at the midpoint of the total tolerance range with its
±3σ (σ denotes the standard deviation) spread covering the tolerance interval.
Our objective in this article is to address the robustness of the Schneider Electric C-60 miniature circuit breaker
with respect to the production tolerances, which are expressed in the form of dimensional and geometrical variations on the parts. The aim is to study the influence of initial conditions and the out-of-plane motion, i.e. the
polarization effect1 in the three dimensional case. Another objective is to develop a time efficient2 virtual test
bench using the INRIA open-source simulation software SICONOS3 in order to perform a sensitivity analysis via
a Monte Carlo method. Our aim is to understand the influence of clearance in the revolute joints on the overall
behavior of the C-60 miniature circuit breaker where human safety must be guaranteed. To validate the simulation
model, experiments are carried-out on the prototype samples and the results are compared with the simulations.
The article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the dynamical equations which are used subsequently for the simulations and we describe the numerical time–integration scheme. Section 3 is dedicated to the
detailed description of the C-60 mechanism. Section 4 contains the sensitivity analysis based on a Monte Carlo
method. In Section 5, the numerical results are compared with experimental data. Conclusions are in Section 6,
and some details may be found in Appendix A.

2 Modeling and simulation of dynamics with unilateral contact, Coulomb friction and impact
2.1 Normal and tangential contact laws
We assume that a local frame is defined by (N, T1 , T2 ) at a potential contact point between two bodies (see
Figure 2). The gap gN is defined as the signed distance between the two potential contacting points CA and CB . The
contact force, denoted by r, is decomposed in the local frame as r = rN N+rT1 T1 +rT2 T2 , rN ∈ IR, rT = [rT1 , rT2 ]> ∈
IR2 . The contact local velocity is decomposed as well as u = uN N+uT1 T1 +uT2 T2 , uN ∈ IR, uT = [uT1 , uT2 ]> ∈ IR2 .
Due to the impenetrability assumption one has gN > 0. We also neglect adhesive effects so that rN > 0. If rN > 0
then we impose gN = 0, and when gN > 0, the normal contact force must vanish, i.e. rN = 0 (no magnetic or
distance forces) [1, 4, 11]. These conditions yield a complementarity condition, also termed as Signorini condition,
denoted compactly as:
0 6 gN ⊥ rN > 0.

(1)

The normal contact law at the velocity level is expressed as :
0 6 uN ⊥ rN > 0,
1

if gN = 0.

(2)

The polarization effect is created by two aspects: the presence of radial clearance in the revolute joint and the forces acting on the parts.

Definition 1 Polarization is the contact position between the two parts under the influence of an external force in an equilibrium stage.
2

To provide an example: a commercial software such as LS - DYNA (which is based on a compliant method) takes around six to eight hours
to simulate the C-60 breaker mechanism with clearance in the revolute joints on the standard desktop computer.
3 http://siconos.gforge.inria.fr/
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Fig. 2: Contact local frame.

The tangential contact law is the Coulomb friction which constrains the contact force r in the second order friction
cone (see Figure 3(a)) :
r ∈ K = {r ∈ IR3 , ||rT || 6 µrN }.

(3)

The scalar µ > 0 is the coefficient of friction. In case of sliding (see Figure 3(b)), the tangential force rT acts in a
direction opposite to the relative tangential velocity uT . If the relative tangential velocity uT is zero then the bodies
stick to each other (rolling without slipping). This yields a disjunctive formulation of the Coulomb friction as [4,
6, 5]:

r=0
if gN > 0 (no contact)



r = 0, uN > 0
if gN = 0 (take-off)
(4)
if gN = 0 (sticking)
 r ∈ K, u = 0


r ∈ ∂K, uN = 0, ∃ β > 0, uT = −βrT if gN = 0
(sliding)
Introducing the modified relative velocity u
b := u + µkuT kN due to [20], the Coulomb friction can be equivalently
expressed as a second–order cone complementarity condition [20, 6] if gN = 0:
K∗ 3 u
b ⊥ r ∈ K.

(5)

The cone K ∗ is the dual cone of K, i.e., K ∗ = {z ∈ IR3 | z T x > 0 for all x ∈ K}. Note that the basic Coulomb
law can be easily enhanced with static and dynamic friction coefficients, varying friction coefficient (with Stribeck
effects), or micro-displacements during sticking modes, while staying in a set-valued context that is suitable for a
proper time-discretization including sticking modes [4, §3.9].
When a contact is closing with a negative relative normal velocity, we apply the Newton impact law:
−
−
u+
N = −er uN , if gN = 0 and uN 6 0,

(6)

−
where u+
N is the normal relative velocity after the collision, uN is the normal relative velocity before the collision,
4
and er ∈ [0, 1] is the restitution coefficient . We will see that the Newton impact law can be incorporated to the
Signorini condition at the velocity level (2) if we formulate the law with the help of impulses.
4

When friction is present during impacts, there is in general no reason that er should be upper bounded by 1, see [11, Chapter 4].
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(b) Sliding case with modified velocity u
b, r ∈ ∂K.

(a) 3D Coulomb’s friction cone, the sliding case.

Fig. 3: Coulomb’s Friction law.

2.2 Newton-Euler formulation of the equation of motion
In this paper, we choose a maximal coordinates description of the kinematic of the mechanical system. This choice
is motivated by the fact that it facilitates a change of modelling from an ideal joint to a joint with clearances. Indeed,
it amounts to replacing a set of bilateral constraints by a set of unilateral constraints with friction, keeping the same
set of kinematic variables. With a minimal coordinates system, and a possibly recursive formulation, a complete
reformulation of the dynamical equation is necessary when a ideal joint is changed to a joint with clearances.
In the maximal coordinates framework, the most natural choice for the kinematic variables and for the formulation of the equations of motion is the Newton/Euler formalism, where the equation of motion describes the
translational and rotational dynamics of each body using a specific choice of parameters. For the translational
motion, the position of the center of mass xg ∈ IR3 and its velocity vg = ẋg ∈ IR3 are usually chosen. For the
rotational motion, a common choice is to choose the angular velocity Ω ∈ IR3 of the body expressed in the body–
fixed frame. The orientation of the body is usually defined by the rotation matrix R of the body-fixed frame with
respect to a given inertial frame. The angular velocity can be then expressed as :
e = R> Ṙ, or equivalently, Ṙ = RΩ,
e
Ω

(7)

e ∈ IR3×3 is given by Ωx
e = Ω × x for all x ∈ IR3 . Using these coordinates, the equations of
where the matrix Ω
motion are given by

m v̇g = f (t, xg , vg , R, Ω)



I Ω̇ + Ω × IΩ = M (t, xg , vg , R, Ω)
(8)
ẋg = vg



e
Ṙ = RΩ
where m > 0 is the mass, I ∈ IR3×3 is the matrix of moments of inertia around the center of mass and the axis
of the body–fixed frame. The vectors f ( · ) ∈ IR3 and M ( · ) ∈ IR3 are the total forces and torques applied to the
body.
In the numerical practice, the choice of the rotation matrix is not convenient since it introduces redundant
parameters. Since R must belong to SO+ (3), we have also to satisfy det(R) = 1 and R−1 = R> . In this work
we choose to parametrize the rotation with a unit quaternion p ∈ IR4 such that R = Φ(q) and ṗ = Ψ (p)Ω. This
parameterization has no singularity and has only one redundant variable that is determined by imposing kpk = 1.
Formulae for Φ and Ψ can be found in any textbooks. We denote by q the vector of coordinates of the position and
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the orientation of the body, and by v the body twist:
 
x
q := g ,
p

v :=

 
vg
.
Ω

(9)

The relation between v and the time derivative of q is

 

ẋg
I 0
q̇ =
=
v := T (q)v
Ψ (p)ṗ
0 Ψ (p)

(10)

with T (q) ∈ IR7×6 . Note that the twist v is not directly the time derivative of the coordinate vector as a major
difference with Lagrangian systems. The Newton-Euler equation in compact form may be written as:
(
q̇ = T (q)v,
(11)
M v̇ = F (t, q, v)
where M ∈ IR6 × 6 is the total inertia matrix

M :=


mI3×3 0
,
0 I

(12)

and F (t, q, v) ∈ IR6 collects all the forces and torques applied to the body


f (t, xg , vg , R, Ω)
F (t, q, v) :=
.
IΩ × Ω + M (t, xg , vg , R, Ω)

(13)

When a collection of bodies is considered, we will use the same notation as in (11) extending the definition of the
variables q, v and the operators M, F in a straightforward way.

2.3 Mechanical systems with bilateral and unilateral constraints
Let us consider that the system (11) is subjected to m constraints, with me holonomic bilateral constraints
hα (q) = 0, α ∈ E ⊂ IN , |E| = me ,

(14)

gNα (q) > 0, α ∈ I ⊂ IN , |I| = mi .

(15)

and mi unilateral constraints
α
α
Let us denote as Jhα (q) = ∇>
q h (q) the Jacobian matrix of the bilateral constraint h (q) with respect to q and as
JgαN (q) respectively for gNα (q) . The bilateral constraints at the velocity level can be obtained as:

0 = ḣα (q) = Jhα (q)q̇ = Jhα (q)T (q)v := H α (q)v,

α ∈ E.

(16)

By duality and introducing a Lagrange multiplier λα , α ∈ E, the constraint generates a force applied to the body
equal to H α,> (q)λα . For the unilateral constraints, a Lagrange multiplier λα
N , α ∈ I is also associated and the
constraints at the velocity level can also be derived as
0 6 ġNα (q) = JgαN (q)q̇ = JgαN (q)T (q)v, if gNα (q) = 0,

α ∈ I.

(17)

α
α
Again, the force applied to the body is given by (JgαN (q)T (q))> λα
N . Nevertheless, there is no reason that λN = rN
and uN = JgαN (q)T (q)v if the function gn is not chosen as the signed distance (the gap function). This is the reason
why we prefer define directly the normal and the tangential local relative velocities with respect to the twist vector
as
:= Gα
:= Gα
uα
uα
α ∈ I,
(18)
N
N (q)v,
T
T (q)v,

and the associated forces as Gα,>
(q)rNα and Gα,>
(q)rTα . For the sake of simplicity, we use the notation uα :=
N
T
α
G (q)v and its associated total force generated by the contact α as Gα,> (q)rα := Gα,>
(q)rNα + Gα,>
(q)rTα .
N
T
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The complete system of equation of motion can finally be written as

q̇ = T (q)v,






M v̇ = F (t, q, v) + H > (q)λ + G> (q)r,




 H α (q)v = 0,
α













α

r = 0,
K

α,∗

if gN (q) > 0,
α

α

3u
b ⊥ r ∈ K , if gNα (q) = 0,

α,−
uα,+
= −eα
,
N
r uN

α

if gNα (q) = 0 and uα,−
60
N

α∈E




α ∈ I,

(19)




where the definition of the variables λ ∈ IRme , r ∈ IR3mi and the operators H, G are extended to collect all the
variables for each constraints.
Note that all the constraints are written at the velocity level. In the differential algebraic equations language,
we use an index-2 formulation for its ability to design robust time–integrators. Another strong advantage is the
straightforward introduction of the contact dissipation processes that are naturally written at the velocity level such
as the Newton impact law and the Coulomb friction. Indeed, in Mechanics, dissipation processes are always given
in terms of rates of changes, or if we prefer, in terms of velocities.
2.4 The numerical integration method
The simulation of systems with clearances needs the application of robust time–stepping schemes with respect
to a possible high number of events (impacts, take-off, transitions from sliding to sticking, or vice-versa). This
motivates the use of event–capturing schemes where the events are not accurately detected in time, but captured
within a time–step. Our scheme will mainly rely on the Moreau–Jean algorithm [35, 48, 49, 34, 50], where the
constraints are solved at the velocity level as it is formulated in (19). It is well–know that velocity–level treatment
of the constraints yields violations of constraints, also termed as the drift from the constraints manifold. When we
simulate mechanisms with small clearances, this is not tolerable since we have to keep the violation as small as
possible with respect to the characteristic length of the clearances. Following [2], we introduce a stabilized index-2
formulation based on the Gear–Gupta–Leimkuhler (GGL) method:

q̇ = T (q)v + Jh> (q)µ + Jg>N (q)τ,






M v̇ = F (t, q, v) + H > (q)λ + G> (q)r,



)



H α (q)v = 0



α∈E

hα (q) = 0


rα = 0,
if gNα (q) > 0,






(20)


α,∗
α
α
α
α



K
3u
b ⊥ r ∈ K , if gN (q) = 0,


α ∈ I.


α,−

uα,+
= −eα
,
if gNα (q) = 0 and uα,−
6 0, 


N
N
r uN






0 6 gN (q) ⊥ τ > 0
The multipliers τ ∈ IRme and µ ∈ IRmi are the multipliers that enforce the constraints hα (q) = 0, α ∈ I and
gNα (q) = 0, α ∈ E. It is possible to show that the contribution of these multipliers to the first equation vanishes, i.e.
Jh> (q)µ + Jg>N (q)τ = 0. After a time–discretization, these terms do not vanish and ensure both the constraints at
the velocity level and at the position level.
The discretization of (20) is not straightforward since a direct application of the GGL approach yields spurious
oscillations at contact [61]. The oscillations are mainly the result of a bad interaction between the energy injected
by the projection and the impact law that depends on the activation of the constraints (see [2] for details). To avoid
to project onto a unilateral constraint without applying the impact law, the activation of constraints is made in an
iterative way. As in the Moreau–Jean scheme, the primary unknowns are the velocities and the impulses to keep
the consistency of the scheme when an impact occurs. Starting from an empty set of active constraints I 0 = ∅, the
combined projection scheme is based on two stages at each time–step k of length h:
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1. The projection stage solves the discretized problem for a given set I ν of active constraints

qk+1 = qk + hT (qk+θ )vk+θ + Jh> (qk+1 )γk+1 + Jg>N (qk+1 )δk+1 ,






 M (vk+1 − vk ) − hFk+θ = H > (qk+1 )Qk+1 + G> (qk+1 )Pk+1 ,



)


α

H
(q
)v
=
0
k+1
k+1



α∈E
 α
h (qk+1 ) = 0
o

α
α


Pk+1
= 0, δk+1
= 0,
α 6∈ I ν






α
α


K α,∗ 3 u
bα


k+1 ⊥ Pk+1 ∈ K



α
α
α

α ∈ Iν .
gN,k+1 = 0, δk+1 , if PN,k+1 > 0,





α
α
0 6 gN,k+1 ⊥ δk+1 > 0 otherwise

9

(21)

The notation xk+θ = (1 − θ)xk + θxk+1 is used for θ ∈ [0, 1]. The term Fk+θ is an approximation of the forces
F ( · ) using a θ–method. The variables Qk+1 and Pk+1 are the approximations of the impulses generated by λ
and r. Compared to the standard Moreau-Jean scheme, the multipliers γk+1 and δk+1 are added to cancel the
violations of constraints at he velocity level. They approximate to the impulses generated by the multipliers µ
and τ .
2. The activation stage updates the index set of active constraints I ν as follows

I ν+1 = I ν ∪ α ∈ I | gNα,k+1 6 0 .
(22)
The stages 1 and 2 are iterated until the index set I ν is constant. Other variants of the approach based on the
nonsmooth generalized-α scheme can be found in [12].
Solving (21) amounts to solving a nonlinear mixed second–order cone problem. We usually perform a Newton
linearization of the nonlinear implicit terms in the dynamics, and we solve the resulting linearized mixed second–
order cone problem by a projection/splitting techniques, namely a projected Gauss–Seidel method [4, §13.7.4].
The computation of the gap functions gN and the local frames at contact (N, T1 , T2 ) is of utmost importance in
the efficiency of the algorithm. For standard configurations, the gap distances can be explicitly written in closed
forms [47]. In industrial applications, when the geometry of the parts are defined by CAD files, it becomes difficult
to get some closed form expression of the gap. In our application, we rely on the minimization of the distance
between surfaces that are represented by boundary representation (B-rep). Some details are given in Section 3.2.
3 The C-60 miniature circuit breaker mechanism
The construction of a miniature circuit breaker as in Figure 1 is simple, however very precise. In fact, a miniature
circuit breaker has no replacement parts. It is not designed to be maintained. When a unit goes bad, it is simply
replaced. A typical miniature circuit breaker has five main components such as: frame, operating mechanism,
electrical contacts, trip unit and arc interrupter.
1. Frame: The frame is composed of high thermal resistant plastic molded case and cover (see Figure 1(a)). Its
primary function is to provide a rigid, mechanically strong, insulated housing in which all the circuit breaker
components are mounted and kept in place.
2. Operating mechanism: The operating mechanism mainly consists of seven parts, namely handle, rod, plate,
hook, tripping bar, moving contact and needle (see Figure 1(b)-(c)). It provides the means of opening and closing the circuit. It has a three-position switch (“ON,” “OFF,” and “TRIP”). In the event of electrical fault such
as an over-current or abnormal conditions in the electrical network, one of the functions of the circuit breaker
is to safeguard the electrical network by breaking the circuit using TRIP operation. The power supply can be
cut from the source by manually switching OFF the breaker or due to the TRIP operation. The position of the
handle of the breaker makes it easy for a maintenance person to determine why power has been cut.
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3. Electrical contacts: The flow of the current in an electrical circuit is controlled by a circuit breaker through
the circuit breaker’s contacts (see Figure 1(b)-(c)). One of the contacts is mounted on the frame, and is known
as the fixed contact. The other contact becomes part of the operating mechanism, and is called the moving
contact. When a circuit breaker is turned off or is tripped by a fault current, the circuit breaker interrupts the
flow of the current by separating its electrical contacts.
4. Trip unit: The trip unit is the brain of the miniature circuit breaker. It activates the operating mechanism in the
event of a prolonged overload or short circuit. This type of circuit breaker uses a thermal magnetic mechanism.
This is the predominant trip unit technology used in the domestic market. A bi-metal and an electromagnet
work together to provide overload and short-circuit protection.
5. Arc interrupter: When the circuit breaker contacts open, current continues to flow for a short time by arcing
across the air space between the moving and fixed contact. The function of the arc interrupter is to divide and
cool the arc. It prevents the arc to sustain for longer time. In the miniature circuit breaker, the arc chute method
is used to break the arc into smaller pieces.

Mechanism working principle: All the mechanism parts are enclosed in-between the case and cover parts (see
Figure 1(a) and Figure 10(b)). These parts are connected to each other through a revolute joint or frictional contact.
In the following section we will see the detailed description of these joints and contacts. In the first step, the
primary function of a mechanism is usually formulated in terms of kinematical quantities (link geometry, kinematic
constraints, etc). Also the various geometrical relations resulting from the kinematical analysis of the linkage
mechanism are an essential ingredient for the dynamic analysis. The kinematical analysis of a miniature circuit
breaker mechanism (hereafter called the C-60 mechanism) is of great importance. The C-60 mechanism consists
of seven links, seven revolute joints and four frictional contacts (see Figure 4(a)). It has forty two degrees of
freedom. The operating mechanism provides three key positions (ON/OFF/TRIP) which are explained as follows:

(a) ON (close) position.

(b) OFF (trip or open) position.

Fig. 4: Kinematic representations of the C-60 mechanism.
1. The close operation leads to ON position of the breaker. In close operation (see Figure 4(a)), the operating handle (A) is rotated clockwise which closes the contacts C5 and C4 through the revolute joints J1 , J5 , J6 , J3 and
J4 . The frictional contacts C5 and C4 have a specific wedge shape profile, which enables the locking between
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the hook and tripping bar. After the activation of the contacts C5 and C4 the motion has been transferred to the
moving contact through the plate by revolute joints J2 and J7 , which ensure closing of the contact between the
moving and the fixed contacts. During close operation the handle spring (P1 ) and the mechanism springs (P2
and P3 ) get charged, which will be used for the trip operation of the breaker.
2. The trip operation leads to TRIP position of the breaker. In the trip operation (see Figure 4(b)), the activation of
the tripping coil5 causes the tripping plunger6 to be attracted to close the contact C8 , thus releasing the contact
C7 through C4 and C5 . In response, the handle and mechanism spring discharge by moving the handle and
plate to the open position.
3. The open operation results in switching OFF the breaker. The function of open operation is the same as the trip
operation, to break the circuit (i.e. to release the contact C7 ), and it may be necessary for maintenance of the
electrical network. However this operation is not automated: the operator has to rotate the handle in the counter
clockwise direction. The contact C7 between the moving and the fixed contact is opened through the revolute
joints J1 , J5 , J6 , J3 , J4 , J2 and J7 .
3.1 Modeling of the spatial revolute joint with clearances

(a) Cylinder/Cylinder contact with axial mis-alignment

(b) Cylinder/plane contact for contact with flanges.

Fig. 5: Two kinds of contacts in spatial revolute joint with clearances showing contact forces in S ICONOS.
The modeling of spatial revolute joints with clearances is illustrated in Figure 5 for a simple case of a journal
with a constant radius rj with flanges and a bearing of constant radius rb (see also Figure 7). As illustrated in
Figures 5 and 3.1, the contact mode between the two parts may be enumerated and leads to configurations from
one to four contacts points, or to line and plane contact surfaces. For such standard configurations, it is possible to
write closed-form formulations of the gap functions and local frames at contact. Nevertheless, it does not take into
account possible varying journal and bearing radius and chamfers that are commonly used in mechanical design.
In order to take into account complex industrial geometries, we prefer to rely on the computation of distances
and local frames given by CAD software that uses B-rep representation. Once the pairs of two contacting surfaces
are defined, we use optimization techniques to compute the minimal distance between two parametric surfaces
described by splines or NURBS (see Section 3.2 for details).
When we use a B-rep surfaces and some minimization technique, we assume that locally the optimization problem is convex and yields a unique solution. Two drawbacks are implied : a) we generate just one contact point for
5

A control device that utilizes a solenoid to open a circuit breaker.
Under normal working condition, the plunger is held in a position by spring because the magnetic field generated by the coil is not
sufficient to release the latch. When a fault current flows, the magnetic field generated by the coil is sufficient to overcome the spring force
holding the plunger in position. And hence the plunger moves and then actuates the tripping mechanism.
6
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Fig. 6: Two kinds of contacts in spatial revolute joints with clearances

the line and plane contact and b) the minimum may be a local one if the problem is not convex. It is clear that
to transfer the correct torque generated by a line (resp. plane) contact we need at least 2 (resp. 3) contact points.
Furthermore, the contact points must be located in such a way that the pivoting of the parts around a leaving contact point is consistent. For this reason, we prefer to specify and to split the contact surfaces in order to perform
an explicit location of the contact points. If the surface is not convex, we perform a convex decomposition of the
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surfaces. If the surface is convex, but not strictly convex (plane or line contacts), we split the contacting surfaces
as in the examples that follow.
Modeling of cylinder/cylinder contact. For dealing with the cylinder/cylinder contact with possibly line contact,
the ideal revolute joint is replaced by a journal and two circular rings at the extreme ends of the bearing (see
Figure 4), which acts as a spatial revolute joint with clearance. The axial and radial clearances in the revolute
joint are modeled by introducing six degrees of freedom between the bearing and the journal. The addition of
degrees of freedom allows to take into account the so-called polarization effect in Figure 7(c) that corresponds to
the out-of-plane motion of the parts.

(a) Gap distance are computed between the
circular rings (in red) and the journal cylinder
(in blue)

(b) Axial mis-alignment

(c) Polarization effect: out-ofplane motion of the mechanism
due to clearances.

Fig. 7: Generic representation of a 3D revolute joint with clearance : cylinder/cylinder contact

Modeling of cylinder/plane contact. For dealing with the contact with the flanges, the modeling of the cylinder/cylinder contact between the journal and the bearing has to be completed to take into account the fact that the
relative motion between them is restricted by the internal surface of the bearing and the flanges of the journal. The
contact between the flange and the bearing top/bottom surface is a plane-plane contact (see (g) and (h)).

Fig. 8: Modelling of plane–plane contact between the bearing and the journal flanges or plane stops.
In the numerical practice with rigid bodies, the plane-plane contact is completely described by three contact
points. However, as we said before, the limitations of the plane-plane contact through a minimization procedure of
the contact distance are : a) the location of the three contact points is under-determined and the contact detection
algorithm may randomly choose a location and b) this can lead to a simulation extra-cost as the contact detection
is done on the entire area. The random location of the contact point can affect the frictional behavior of the contact.
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This is the price to pay with a rigid modeling of the parts and a reduced space discretization of the contact surface.
In order to control the location of contact points, enabling parametric studies of the influence of the contact location,
we decided to adopt a dedicated modeling of plane-plane contact illustrated on the Figure 8. The contact between
the flange and the bearing face is modeled by considering the plane surface of the flange, while the plane surface
of the bearing is replaced by three semi-circular equidistant rings (see Figure 8). This methodology allows us to
perfectly constrain the plane-plane contact with a significant reduction in the simulation time.
Let us remark that in manufactured products, an ideal plane-plane contact is impossible due to the presence of
surface roughness and waviness. Our methodology choose the location of contact points. A step forward could be
to perform a sensitivity analysis to the locations of the contact points in the plane. In our case, this location has
been checked such that it reproduces the experimental behavior of the mechanism.
Modeling of cylinder/plane contact. To tackle this situation we consider the combination of plane surface and two
semi-circular rings on each of the plane contacting surface (see Figure 9(a)-(b)). It will allow us to simulate the
twisted contact surfaces and ensure a minimum quantity of three contact points.

(a) Plane surface and two semi-circular rings for the first
plane surface.

(b) Plane surface and two semi-circular rings for the second
plane surface.

Fig. 9: Strategy to model the plane-plane contact.
Illustration of the spatial revolute joint J1 between the case, the cover and the handle Let us detail the modeling
of the spatial revolute joint with axial and radial clearances on the example of the the revolute joint J1 between
the case, the cover and the handle illustrated in Figure 10. The protrusion on the case and cover acts as a journal
and the cavity on the handle acts as a bearing. The highlighted blue surface of the case, the cover and the handle
constitute a revolute joint with clearance. The highlighted red surface on the case and the cover acts as a flange and
the axial motion of handle is restricted by the case and the cover (see Figure 10).
Remark 1 Modelling 3D revolute or prismatic joints is a particularly difficult task, because of cylinder/bore or
plane/plane contacts, which may yield conformal contacts. Various contact models may yield quite different outcomes [54, 55]. The simplified models we choose in this study, encapsulate essential features of the considered
joints, as the results of section 5 show.

3.2 Contact offset and contact detection in S ICONOS /M ECHANICS.
The modeling and the simulation in this article are performed with S ICONOSand its S ICONOS /M ECHANICS module. S ICONOSis a generic software code for the simulation of nonsmooth dynamical system, and especially systems
with contact, friction and impacts [7, 3]. S ICONOSis an open–source software under Apache 2.0 license and it is
freely available. The S ICONOS /M ECHANICS software allows the user to instantiate a collection of bodies described by the Newton/Euler equations linked with ideal joints and frictional contact interface. Practically, the
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Fig. 10: Revolute joint with clearance J1 between case, handle and cover.

software uses geometrical representations based on boundary representation (B-rep) with the industrial CAD library O PEN C ASCADE [17]. In our examples, we use also its Python wrapper P YTHON OCC [56] for manipulation
and visualization.
For the contact description and detection, a virtual boundary is constructed around the real CAD geometry based
on Minkowsky sum with a given contact offset. Once the minimization process to compute the gap between parts
is done, we subtract the contact offset from the normal gap. Usually the contact offset values, denoted by go ,
are of the order 10−5 to 10−6 mm. The contact offset is very useful to avoid penetration between the real CAD
geometries (see Figure 11) in order to simplify the contact distance computation. In case of the revolute joint,
we also use the contact offset to modify the contact clearances without regenerating the CAD files. The CAD
files are designed with a maximum allowed clearances. The distance obtained by the mimimization process is
then modified by subtracting a contact offset that defined the final clearance. The process amounts to virtually
increasing or decreasing the radius of the cylinders. The contact offset is a user parameter that can be defined as a
variable in S ICONOS /M ECHANICS module. It allows us to adapt the value of the radial clearance in the joint and
the simulations can be performed without updating the CAD geometry of the contacting bodies.
In case of contact offset equal to the distance between the surfaces defined in the CAD files, the revolute joint
becomes perfect because the contact distance vanishes. As the value of contact offset increases from 0 to the
maximal distance between the surfaces defined in the CAD files, the radial clearance in the joint decreases.
The collision detection is a geometric contact determination problem that depends on the spatial relationship of
the objects, while the collision response is a dynamical problem. In short, the accuracy in the dynamic response
depends on the collision detection. Therefore, the collision detection is an important step for a good prediction of
the behaviour of multibody systems. The contact detection process is generally based on a) a broad phase, where
a collection of pairs of geometric objects (simple primitive or simple B-Rep instances) are detected within a given
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Fig. 11: Contact local frame with contact offset g0 .
coarse distance, and b) a narrow phase, where the computation of distances and local frames at contact is made.
When we deal with mechanisms, the broad phase of the contact detection is skipped in S ICONOS /M ECHANICS.
Instead, the user provides the pairs of primitive or B-Rep objects that will potentially be in contact by directly
providing the B-rep files of the contacting objects. These files may be different from the files that define the parts.
This manner renders possible fine tuning of the contact discretization, that is not possible with an algorithmic
broad phase contact detection. Furthermore, the contact detection is really efficient and robust. After this step,
we minimize the distance between two B-rep objects assuming that the problem is convex. If not, the user must
precise the contact surfaces by operating some partition of complicated surfaces or keep the point given by the
local minima. The minimization algorithm is N2QN1 [43, 44] developed by INRIA. It is designed to minimize
functions f (x) depending on a small or medium number of variables x subject to bound constraints (a 6 x 6 b).
They implement a quasi-Newton (BFGS) technique with line-search.

4 Sensitivity analysis
In order to ensure the robust performance of the mechanism, it is necessary to simulate and study the effect of
dimensional variations in the manufacturing process due to the allocated tolerances on the parts in an assembly.
Most often the manufacturing and assembly of the parts in the product happen in batches. The batch production
is more prone to the random variations in the joint clearances in the mechanism assembly. Our aim is to predict
well in advance during the product design stage the variations in the overall performance of the product due to the
uncertainty in the joint clearances. The statistical tolerance analysis is a powerful and most economical method to
forecast the output variations due to the uncertainty associated with the assembly process [18]. There are different

Fig. 12: Variables in the statistical analysis.
methods of statistical tolerance analysis: Root Sum of Squares (RSS), extended Taylor series, quadrature technique
and Monte Carlo simulation [18, 51]. In our case, the input variables and the functional conditions are illustrated in
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Figure 12 and described in Table 1. The first three methods are used when the assembly function can be expressed
explicitly as an input variables of each assembled parts. The Monte Carlo method can be used very efficiently in
the situation where the assembly function/output variables is not available, or impossible to write explicitly [64].
In order to allocate the tolerances on the parts, the manufacturing cost and the quality of the parts are the important
aspects. The quality of the parts in terms of geometrical and dimensional variations, plays an important role in the
assembly of the product. Wu et. al. [75] proposed the Monte Carlo simulation and genetic algorithm methodology
to minimize the manufacturing cost and to ensure the assembly requirements.
In the 3D analysis, it is very difficult to write the different assembly functions (functional conditions) explicitly
or implicitly. Here the aim is to find out the influence of the joint radial clearance in 3D on the functional conditions
of the C-60 breaker. To this aim we used the Monte Carlo method to simulate the geometrical variations of the
C-60 breaker mechanism.
4.1 Monte Carlo simulation
The flow chart of the Monte Carlo simulation is depicted in Figure 13. It is really similar to the one in [18]. Random
Select the contributing input variables to
the output variables (assembly functions)

Select the tolerance standard to define the dimensional inaccuracies based on the selected manufacturing process

Choose the suitable Probability Distribution Function (PDF) for each input variable

Generate the random numbers for the input
variables with selected PDF (see Figure 15)

Input: the set of the input variables (random combination of the
input variables) to the multibody dynamic solver (SICONOS)

Simulate the C-60 breaker and analyse the output variables (see Figure 16)

Output: Optimal design tolerance and manufacturing cost

Fig. 13: Monte Carlo simulation flow chart.
values for each part (component) in the assembly are generated according to the probability distributions (uniform,
normal, Poisson, Weibull, triangular, geometric, exponential, etc.) used for the manufacturing process [59]. Generally, for the plastic molded parts, the normal distribution is widely used, so we chose it for our case study of C-60
circuit breaker, see Figure 14. In the case of C-60 breaker, the nominal value and the tolerances on the dimensions
of the parts associated with joints J1 , . . . , J7 vary from 0.01mm to 0.13mm. As per the rule of thumb, minimum
0.01mm clearance is required to have a relative motion between the parts joined by revolute joint. For the normal
distribution we need the mean value m̄ of the tolerance band and the standard deviation σ to generate the spread.
As depicted in Figure 15 the spread is bounded by the USL and LSL values. In the further step, the random combination of the generated random input variables is generated. This set of the seven random input variables is the
input to the multibody dynamic solver SICONOS. The values of the output variables (assembly function/functional
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Fig. 14: Methodology adopted for the worst-case and Monte Carlo simulation.

(a) Joints J1 , . . . , J7 , m̄ = 0.07 mm, σ = 0.0175.

Fig. 15: Generated random numbers for the joints J1 , J2 , J3 , J4 , J5 , J6 and J7 .

conditions) are computed for each set of the input variables. In this case, input variables are in the form of radial clearance for each revolute joint. The output variables (assembly function/functional conditions) are given in
Table 1. These output variables are functions of the input variables (radial clearance in the joints),
Table 1: Output variables of the C-60 breaker.
FC - Name

Description of the Functional Conditions (FC)

FC - 1
FC - 2
FC - 3
FC - 4
FC - 5
FC - 6

Contact Force (N)
Distance between Needle - Tripping bar pin position in X direction (mm)
Distance between Needle - Tripping bar pin position in Y direction (mm)
Distance between Needle - Lamage in X direction (mm)
Distance between Needle - Lamage in Y direction (mm)
Distance between Tripping bar - Plunger in X direction (mm)

FCk = f (Ji ),

(23)

where k ∈ {1, 2, ...., 6} and i ∈ {1, 2, ..., 7}. A large number of samples of the input variables (radial clearance in
the joints) are combined to get a reliable measure of the output variable (assembly function/functional conditions)
distribution.
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Table 2: CG position in the local frame.
Name of the
part (body)
Handle
Rod
Hook
Plate
Moving contact
Tripping bar
Needle
Cover

X (mm)
1.1233
7.5625
−1.9668
3.3191
7.7912
−1.9723
0.0000
2.0751

CG position
Y (mm)
2.9393
−1.2245
0.7198
4.3655
−1.7807
−2.3251
0.0000
3.2371

Z (mm)
4.0018
−0.1586
1.2825
−4.7064
4.0343
−4.9872
5.0000
−7.8605

Table 3: Inertial properties of the C-60 mechanism parts (body)
Name of the
part (body)

Mass
(kg)

Handle

1.30 · 10−03

Rod

5.00 · 10−04

Hook

9.00 · 10−05

Plate

1.35 · 10−03

Moving contact

2.50 · 10−03

Tripping bar

7.70 · 10−04

Needle

3.9 · 10−04

Cover

3.69 · 10−02

Inertia matrix of the parts (kg m2 )
((IXX , IXY , IXZ ), (IY X , IY Y , IY Z ), (IZX , IZY , IZZ ))
((3.8912 · 10−08 , −6.0151 · 10−09 , −2.8918 · 10−10 ),
(−6.0151 · 10−09 , 2.7959 · 10−08 , −1.9219 · 10−09 ),
(−2.8918 · 10−10 , −1.9219 · 10−09 , 4.1931 · 10−08 ))
((2.4550 · 10−09 , 3.1330 · 10−10 , −1.4650 · 10−09 ),
(3.1330 · 10−10 , 2.1629 · 10−08 , 6.8441 · 10−10 ),
(−1.4650 · 10−09 , 6.8441 · 10−10 , 2.0917 · 10−08 ))
((3.0507 · 10−10 , 8.1781 · 10−11 , −5.4128 · 10−11 ),
(8.1781 · 10−11 , 4.4192 · 10−10 , 1.9009 · 10−11 ),
(−5.4128 · 10−11 , 1.9009 · 10−11 , 6.2063 · 10−10 ))
((2.9772 · 10−08 , 3.5465 · 10−09 , 4.7496 · 10−10 ),
(3.5465 · 10−09 , 2.5095 · 10−08 , 6.0505 · 10−10 ),
(4.7496 · 10−10 , 6.0505 · 10−10 , 3.7698 · 10−08 ))
((2.3767 · 10−08 , 8.5414 · 10−10 , −1.1814 · 10−08 ),
(8.5414 · 10−10 , 1.7702 · 10−07 , −1.4361 · 10−10 ),
(−1.1814 · 10−08 , −1.4361 · 10−10 , 1.8255 · 10−07 ))
((1.8429 · 10−08 , −1.9231 · 10−09 , 5.9362 · 10−09 ),
(−1.9231 · 10−09 , 3.1822 · 10−08 , −5.3010 · 10−09 ),
(5.9362 · 10−09 , −5.3010 · 10−10 , 2.7636 · 10−08 ))
((8.5112 · 10−09 , 0, 0),
(0, 1.9729 · 10−10 , 0),
(0, 0, 8.5611 · 10−09 ))
((2.1852 · 10−05 , 1.8145 · 10−07 , −5.5719 · 10−07 ),
(1.8145 · 10−07 , 3.4871 · 10−05 , 1.4801 · 10−08 ),
(−5.5719 · 10−07 , 1.4801 · 10−08 , 1.3654 · 10−05 ))

Table 4: Contact parameters used in the simulation with clearance in the joints.
Coefficient of friction metal/plastic contact µ
Coefficient of friction plastic/plastic contact µ
Coefficient of restitution er
Radial clearance interval cr

0.1
0.3
0.0
[0.01mm , 0.13mm ]

Table 5: Parameters used in simulation for clearance in the joints.
Contact detection precision
Simulation interval from 0 to T

1 · 10−8
7s

Time step h

1 · 10−3 s

4.2 Numerical results
The geometric and inertial properties of the C-60 mechanism are given in Tables 2 and 3. The initial conditions are
given in Table 6, and the parameters used for the simulations are given in Tables 4 and 5. Let us remark that the
coefficient of restitution is equal to 0, which corresponds to perfectly plastic impacts. This is justified by the fact
that we have mainly contacts between plastic parts with Teflon R coating. The coefficient of restitution is generally
very low for this type of material. We tried other values between 0 and 0.1 but it does not radically change the
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Table 6: Initial position of the parts (bodies)in the inertial frame
Name of the
part (body)
Handle
Rod
Hook
Plate
Moving contact
Tripping bar
Needle
Cover

Initial position
(X, Y, Z, q)
(−16.100, 10.000, 0.500, −0.3229, 0, 0, 1)
(−11.659, 8.461, 10.300, −0.0956, 0, 0, 1)
(7.7669, 7.637, 7.100, 0.2565 0, 0, 1)
(0.0, 0.0, 9.700, −0.0349, 0, 0, 1)
(0.0, 0.0, 0.0, −1.2437, 0, 0, 1)
(7.000, −0.250, 7.100, 0.6284, 0, 0, 1)
(0.0, 0.0, 5.100, 1.571, 1, 0, 0)
(0.0, 0.0, 13.550, −1.571, 1, −1, 1)

results. We have carried out 30 850 simulations to get the reliable results. The time required for each simulation is
approximately 810 s7 . A parallel computing method has been for the simulations. The simulations are performed
on the University of Grenoble-Alpes cluster CIMENT8 with eight nodes and one hundred sixty CPUs. Monte Carlo
simulations can work well with any kind of distributions, only by modifying the random number generator to the
desired distribution. It is useful for both linear and nonlinear response functions, because the values of the response

(a) FC-1, m̄ = 13.66 N, σ = 0.239.

(b) FC-2, m̄ = 10.724 mm, σ = 0.060.

Fig. 16: Dispersion of the functional conditions: FC-1 and FC-2.
function (functional conditions) are computed by simulation. The results are reported in Figures 16, 17 and 18. The

(a) FC-3, m̄ = 4.257 mm, σ = 0.053.

(b) FC-4, m̄ = 10.602 mm, σ = 0.054.

Fig. 17: Dispersion of the functional conditions: FC-3 and FC-4.
7

One of the great advantages of the NSCD method, is precisely to allow a drastic decrease of the simulation time (while keeping very good
predictability), hence making it possible to run a Monte Carlo method with several thousands of simulations.
8 https://ciment-grid.ujf-grenoble.fr/
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major observations are:
1. In case of the output variable FC-1 (contact force), the statistical distribution is from [12.0, 15.1]N which is
well within the limit defined by the USL (16.0N) and LSL (9.0N) (see Figure 16(a)). However the distribution
is not centered, the index of absolute centering is calculated as Cc = 0.3314, the process capability Cp > 1
and the process capability index is Cpk = 1.631 (see Appendix A for the definition of these variables). The
positive shift in the distribution of the FC-1 ensures good contact pressure between the moving and the fixed
contacts, which ultimately helps to reduce the arcing between the contacts. It will help to ensure the safety of
the product even in the case of erosion between the contacts.
2. The output variable FC-6 (distance between tripping bar and plunger), is associated with the tripping function
of the C-60 breaker. The spread of the statistical distribution is very small and well within the limits, it increases
the safety margin of the product. The shift is calculated as Cc = −0.165, it indicates that the spread is shifted
to the left side of the mean value (see Figure 18(b)). The process capability Cp > 1 and the process capability
index is Cpk = 3.825. The C-60 breaker will trip only in the event of abnormal conditions in the circuit. The
negative shift in the distribution of the FC-6 and larger value of Cpk , ensure the minimum gap between the
tripping bar and the magnetic plunger. It will help to trip the breaker quickly without any time delay, which is
essential for the safety of the electrical network/installations.

(a) FC-5, m̄ = 2.635 mm, σ = 0.041.

(b) FC-6, m̄ = 0.659 mm, σ = 0.040.

Fig. 18: Dispersion of the functional conditions: FC-5 and FC-6.
3. Similarly for the output variables FC-2, FC-3, FC-4 and FC-5 (X, Y coordinates of the pin and lamage
center from the needle axis), the statistical distribution is well within the limits (USL and LSL), see Figures 16(b), 17(a)-(b) and 18(a). However the safety margin is lower when compared to the FC-1 and FC-6,
see Figures 16(a) and 18(b). The shift in the distribution of FC-2, FC-3, FC-4 and FC-5 is minimal, however
the spread Cp in the distribution of FC-2 and FC-3 is greater when compared to the FC-4 and FC-5. It may
lead to tripping delays between the pin-side and lamage-side. The process capability index is Cpk > 1.5 which
ensures the interconnection/association between the auxiliary and the C-60 breaker.
4. Globally the output variable distribution satisfies the ±4σ limit, Cp > 1.33 and Cpk > 1.5, which means that
the capability of the output variables is 99.994% and the rejection rate is 64 PPM 9 .

4.3 Conclusions
The NSCD numerical scheme allows to drastically reduce the simulation time (compared to simulation times
obtained with commercial software packages that rely on compliant regularized contact models). This permits
in turn to use in a reliable way, a Monte Carlo method which demands a great number of simulations. Monte
Carlo analysis would otherwise be very difficult (if not impossible) to obtain. A sensitivity analysis of the C-60
mechanism is thus doable. From the Monte-Carlo simulation, it can be concluded that for the batch-wise and
9

Parts-Per-Million, is the fraction of quantity per one million parts.
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global production of the C-60 breaker, a joint clearance of [0.01, 0.13] mm (see Figure 15) will ensure the robust
performance.
5 Experimental validation
In this section we report comparisons between numerical results obtained with the NSCD method (sections 2 and
2.4), and experimental data obtained on a physical prototype built by Schneider Electric. Referring to the two
arrows in Figure 1, the comparisons are made by recording force/displacement histories at the moving contact, and
at the tripping bar. The rationale behind this choice, is that measuring physical quantities inside such a mechanism
is a rather uneasy task in general. These two force/displacement histories are of interest for Schneider Electric, and
they represent non-trivial characteristic features of the circuit breaker mechanism. They are therefore quite suitable
for the validation of the numerical results.
5.1 Experimental set-up
Physical prototypes of the C-60 breaker have been built for the validation of the C-60 numerical simulation model.
Clearance in the revolute joints can be modified either by modifying the bearing diameter, or by modifying the
journal diameter. One of the simplest methods for modifying the bearing or journal diameter is by the machining
process. However in the C-60 mechanism most of the parts are plastic molded and the machining process cannot
be used. Also it is much easier to change the diameter of the bearing when compared to the journal diameter. The
alternative method is to modify the molds (core and cavity). To change the diameter of the bearing, the core pins
must be changed to the suitable diameter. This method is very time consuming and expensive. However it will
allow to change the dimensions of the hole/cavity to the required accuracy. In our case we need the tolerance to be
as small as possible (NFT58000, precision class [19]). All other parts of the C-60 mechanism are reused (without
modification) from the manufacturing batch. The functional dimensions of all the mechanism parts are measured
and recorded. The first step is to record all the associated functional dimensions of the parts. In the second step, the
test bench is prepared and calibrated for the test. The test bench consists of the fixture to mount the C-60 breaker

Fig. 19: Experimental test bench for contact/tripping force measurement.
and the moving table which comprises a pair of linear motion guide, see Figure 19. Each guide unit is composed of
a guide rail and a slider is mounted on the guide rail. The bi-axial movement is given to the moving table through
the slider. The probe is attached to the load cell and mounted on the moving table. The bi-axial movement of the
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moving table is measured by two position sensors. The uniform bi-axial motion of the test bench is regulated by a
controller and all the system is connected to the CPU and controlled through a specific computer program.
Table 7: Prototype : Radial clearance in the revolute joints.
Name of the joint
J1
J2
J3
J4
J5
J6
J7

Radial clearance in the joint
Measured value (mm)
0.085
0.05
0.06
0.06
0.045
0.045
0.055

5.2 Contact force versus displacement
A regulated linear velocity (0.5mm/s) is imposed to the probe of the load cell through the moving table. The
contact force of the moving contact C7 (see Figure 1) is measured with the help of load cell, and is recorded by the
computer program. At the reference position the C-60 mechanism is allowed to reach the static equilibrium and
the value of the peak force recorded. After the static equilibrium position has been reached, the plunger/probe is
moved from the reference position to the initial position of the probe by changing the direction of the velocity to
−0.5mm/s (backward motion). The backward motion is continued till the initial position (where the load on the
plunger/probe becomes zero). We have followed a similar methodology for the virtual testing (virtual test bench)
of the C-60 product using the simulation.

(a) Experimental result.

(b) Simulation result.

Fig. 20: Contact force versus displacement.
The major conclusions are:
1. The effect of polarization10 of the joints is approximately less by 50% when compared to the total displacement
of the moving contact. At the static equilibrium (at the end of forward motion) of the sample, the recorded
contact force is 15.28 N and the total displacement is 2.0 mm, see Figure 20(a). The results of the experimental
test are compared with the numerical simulation. In case of the numerical test the effect of polarization is
similar to that of the experimental test, see Figure 20(b). However the trajectory of the contact force in both the
experimental and numerical tests are not identical, this may be due to the fact that the geometrical variations
on the contacting surfaces of the parts are not considered in the case of numerical simulation. In reality the
geometrical variations always exist and these variations may change the polarization of the parts (contact points
between the parts). In case of the numerical simulation, the contact force at the static equilibrium is 14.96 N.
The percentage relative error in the contact force between the experimental and numerical tests is 2.08%.
2. The trajectory of the contact force in case of forward motion is lagging behind the backward motion of the
moving contact. This is due to the effects of friction (change in the direction of the frictional forces) in the
10

See Definition 1.
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joints. In case of the numerical simulation, the coefficient of friction between the plastic-plastic materials is
considered to be µ = 0.3, and between the steel-plastic materials µ = 0.111 . In case of experimental test the
real values of the coefficient of friction are not known. This may be one of the reasons behind the slightly
different behaviour of the contact force trajectories between the experiment and virtual test.
5.3 Tripping force versus displacement
The circular cavity on the tripping bar is used for the application of external force to trip the product (see Figure 1).
The tripping operation is possible only if the product is in ON condition. In the case of pin-side tripping, the

(a) Experimental test

(b) Virtual (numerical) test

Fig. 21: Tripping force vs displacement: pin-side.
position of the cavity on the tripping bar is recorded by the plunger/probe and set as the reference position. When
the plunger/probe comes in contact with the tripping bar cavity, a small load is detected by the load cell. This is
the starting point of the test. The programmed controller regulates a linear motion velocity of 0.5 mm/s for the
plunger through the moving table and the constant velocity is ensured by the controller. The tripping bar is pushed
forward (in positive Y direction) to break the frictional contact between the hook and the tripping bar C4 and the
corresponding distance, and the tripping force is recorded by the position sensor and the load cell respectively,
see Figure 19. The numerical tests are carried in a similar way. For the numerical simulation, we have performed
some iterations to find out the approximate location of the potential contact points similar to the prototype model.
In doing so, the experimental results helped us to predict the possible contacts in the hook and tripping bar joint.
Also we have captured the magnified images of the contact surfaces to understand the profile of the surface. All
these inputs are used to locate approximately the potential contacts in the hook and tripping bar contact. The major
conclusions are:
1. In case of the experimental results, the recorded peak force is 1.77 N at a distance of 0.27 mm. The total trip
distance is 0.44 mm, see Figure 21(a). In case of the numerical simulation, the trajectory of the tripping force
is slightly different, see Figure 21(b). The total trip distance is 0.42 mm, with a variation of 0.02 mm between
the numerical and experimental results. However the peak force in case of the numerical test is 1.87 N and
when compared to the experimental results the variation is 0.1 N, see Figures 21(a)-(b).
2. The interaction between the tripping bar and hook is defined by plane-plane contact. The contacting surface
profile will define the potential contact points on the entire surface. During the mass production, the trajectory
of the tripping force may vary slightly based on the location of the contact points. This is evident from the
simulation and experimental results as depicted in the Figure 21(a)-(b). After a careful study of the tripping
force trajectory on the mass production samples, it is observed that the number of contacts may vary from
sample to sample, and the tripping force varies slightly.
We can conclude that the NSCD scheme and the modelling choices made in section 3, allow us to predict in a very
satisfactory way these two important force/displacement histories in the C-60 mechanism.
11 The variety of materials and the poor knowledge of their properties, totally preclude the use of friction models that involve dynamics and
many parameters [41] whose physical meaning is unclear [74], in this type of industrial application.
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6 Conclusions
This article is devoted to the numerical simulation of the C-60 circuit breaker built by Schneider Electric, taking
into account the influence of the clearances in joints on the functional conditions. Spatial (3D) revolute joints
are modelled with both radial and axial clearances taking into account contact with flanges. Unilateral contact,
Coulomb’s friction and Newton impact laws are modeled within the framework of nonsmooth mechanics without
resorting to some regularizations or compliance/damping at contact. The nonsmooth contact dynamics method
based on an event-capturing time–stepping scheme with a second order cone complementarity solver is used to
perform the numerical integration. The salient conclusions of the paper are as follows:
– The nonsmooth modeling approach [4] together with an event–capturing time–stepping scheme allows us to
simulate, in an efficient and robust way, the contact and impact phenomena that occur in joints with clearances.
Furthermore, the stabilization of the constraints at the position level, made through the stabilized combined
projected Moreau–Jean scheme [2] enables to study mechanisms with tight clearances.
– It is shown that the method allows to perform a sensitivity analysis, based on Monte-Carlo technique, of the
mechanism with respect to joint clearances, due to simulation times which are drastically reduced compared
with other contact models and numerical schemes (smoothed or event-capturing schemes).
– The use of boundary representation (B-rep) and CAD libraries allows us to take into account complex contact
geometries without using closed form formulas for the gap distance and the local frame at contact. This enables
to deal with real geometries in industrial applications directly obtained from the mechanical design.
– The sensitivity of results with respect to contact parameters is rather weak. This aspect is quite important when
dealing with parameters which are difficult to measure and sensitive to environmental conditions such as the
coefficient of friction. It appears that in the modeling of circuit breakers mechanisms, a good modeling of the
threshold effect depending on the normal contact force with perfect stiction that is inherent to the Coulomb
friction model is the most important phenomena, rather than the accurate magnitude of the friction coefficient.
The same conclusion can be drawn for the coefficient of restitution when the impacts are almost plastic. Finally,
with this approach, we avoid the dispersion of results due to compliance contact model often reported in the
literature [26, 24, 10].
– Detailed comparisons with experimental data obtained at the Schneider Electric laboratory, prove the very good
prediction capabilities of the nonsmooth approach for the C60 breakers in an industrial context. Especially,
this study allows design engineers to understand what are the critical parts in the mechanism that need to
be manufactured with an high precision class. On the contrary, some parts are not critical for the functional
conditions of the mechanisms and may lead to some reduction of the manufacturing cost.

A Process capability and performance indices
If worst-case tolerances are specified for the inputs, a worst-case tolerance can be calculated for the output. Let us denote the output by Y and
the inputs by Xi , i ∈ (1, ...., n). We consider, Y = f (Xi ) and that the inputs have worst-case tolerances NXi ± TXi . Then the resulting
worst-case tolerance for Y is denoted as: NY ± TY . The lower specification limit (LSL), the upper specification limit (USL), nominal (N )
and the tolerance is calculated as:
LSLY =

min

NXi −TXi 6 Xi 6 NXi +TXi

f (Xi )

(24)

f (Xi )

(25)

i = 1,..,n

USLY =

max

NXi −TXi 6 Xi 6 NXi +TXi
i = 1,..,n


LSLY + USLY
=
2


USLY − LSLY
=
2


NY
TY

(26)
(27)

The most common way of denoting the statistical tolerance is NX ± TX<ST > . The statistical tolerance is always associated with a mean
value (m̄), and the standard deviation (σ). The tolerance range is given as: TX = 3σ. The statistical tolerances are more restrictive. They
further requires the process capability (Cp ) and process capability index (Cpk ) to be centered for a good process [38, 39, 60].
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(a) Variation in Cp .

(b) Measure of Cpk .

(c) Capability/rejection for different σ.

Fig. 22: Process capability Cp and process capability index Cpk .

(a) Right centered process.

(b) Left centered process.

Fig. 23: Mean shift between desired (design) and actual (process) Cc .
Process capability (Cp ): It evaluates the tolerance Range (TR) compared to a standard six-sigma (6σ) production dispersion (see Figure 22(a)). The Cp measures how close a process is running to its specification limits, relative to the natural variability of the process (normally
it is given by 6σ).
USL − LSL
Tolerance Range (TR)
=
(28)
Cp =
6σ
6σ
Process capability index (Cpk ): It evaluates, if the specification can be met given the process spread and tool shift from nominal. In other
word, Cpk is the capability of the process to see whether or not the mean is centered between the specification limits (see Figures 22(b) and
23(a)-(b)).
!
USL − m̄ m̄ − LSL
Cpk = min
,
(29)
3σ
3σ
where m̄ is the mean value. An index of absolute centering Cc quantifies the shift of mean from the Nominal Value, see Figure 23(a)-(b). It is
written as a ratio:
Shift
Cc =
(30)
0.5 TR
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